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[01:31:59] [Session Two of Two: 11 November 2014]  

 
 
00:00:00  Introduction to interview, introductory remarks,  
                                clarification of date of birth, current residence in  
                                Battersea, remarks on living in Battersea for 30 years. 

Comments on belonging to Wandsworth Library and 
libraries in Bedfordshire where daughter lives.  

00.01.40 Remarks on computer use in libraries, changed library 
usage, coming back to borrowing books from libraries 
instead of buying cheap books because of going to 
libraries to use computers. Comments on good service in 
Wandsworth Library, reading Anthony Burgess, 



Enderby’s End. 
00.03.40 Remarks on membership of Alvering book group, not 

having attended book groups in the past.  
00.04.50 Remarks on not reading French books as a child, 

studying A level French, reading French books at A-level, 
L’Etranger by Albert Camus, reading French poetry, work 
of Rousseau, Racine’s plays, romantic and modern 
poets, Jacques Prevert.  

00.05.50 Comments on sitting French exam to study anthropology 
at Edinburgh, reading Levi-Strauss, needing some 
French competence.  

00.06.35 Comments on French teacher thinking abilities in English 
helped results in French.  

00.07.40  Remarks on close relationship to sister, sister moving to 
Cornwall, continuing to have phone conversations about 
reading, sister being annoyed because interviewee does 
not use Kindle. Mention of books being cheaper now. 
Comments on Winter in Madrid by C. J. Sansom about 
Spanish Civil War, learning about history and Tudor 
period through reading fiction.   

00.09.58 Remarks on Robert Harris, love of thrillers, dislike of 
Roman books.  

00.10.25 Comments on whole family reading together, mother’s 
family also reading, view of leisure time as involving book 
reading, having books next to bed, going to library every 
Saturday morning with father, always visiting book shop.  

00.11.28 Comments on having similar reading tastes to parents, 
father being well read in classics, understanding classic 
structures. Remarks on father enjoying cowboy films, 
going to see Julius Caesar, father explaining link between 
cowboy films and Greek tragedies, reading father’s 
recommendations, including P. G. Wodehouse, reading 
material in the house as a child.  

00.13.00 Comments on changes to book shops, regularly buying 
books in book shops, browsing, reading Observer book 
reviews for newly published material. Remarks on 
receiving Waterstone’s emails, not buying books online or 
using Kindle, not wanting to put bank details online but 
not being opposed to reading on Kindles in principle.  

00.15.10  Comments on reading Tennessee Williams biography by 
John Lahr, buying after seeing in Waterstone’s, page 
turning being different on Kindles. Comments on 
daughter buying Kindle, not using it.  

00.17.30 Remarks on ‘classic’ books coming across as dry, but 
transcending time and space, opening minds. Comments 
on wanting to make classics accessible and engaging in 
schools, Michael Gove’s plans to bring classics to school.  
Dislike of teaching children novels of negligible value, 
remarks on society not valuing intellect, classics being 
made ‘snobby’.  



00.19.55 Remarks on social liking of costume dramas such as 
Jane Austen on television. Comments on Jack 
Whitehall’s Bad Education programme.  

00.21.35 Remarks on teaching career, wanting to be infant 
teacher, becoming literacy coordinator, doing diploma in 
teaching English as second language, comments on role 
as English coordinator, not having national curriculum. 
Comments on taking on junior pupils in addition to 
infants.  

00.23.50 Remarks on receiving letter from BBC asking to appear 
on Look and Read programme, checking material for 
suitability, being asked to write accompanying writers’ 
toolkit. Comments on continuing to write extensively and 
work as BBC adviser for 15 to 18 years, advising 
production companies on education/curriculum, writing for 
radio/digital outputs.  

00.26.33 Comments on impact on imagination in writing for digital 
outputs, whiteboards.  

00.27.05 Further comments on career, responsibility for students, 
becoming special needs coordinator for BBC, working at 
St Mary’s University doing teacher training, working for 
publishing companies in editing role.  

00.28.10 Comments on starting MA in children’s literature at 
Roehampton University in 1992/3, not finishing as offered 
money to write. Memories of staff members at 
Roehampton, modules studied.  

00.29.15 Remarks on texts studied during MA, S. E. Hinton, The 
Outsiders (1992-1993), Brighton Rock, comments on 
enjoyment of course.  

00.30.25 Remarks on link between interest in theme of redemption 
through suffering in books such as Brighton Rock, the 
Goldfinch, Crime and Punishment and Catholic religion. 
Comments on influence of Catholicism on reading.  

00.31.20 Comments on teaching in Catholic schools, children’s 
familiarity with metaphor, imagery. Remarks on 
grammar/language of Pope’s changes to Catholic 
materials.  

00.33.20 Remarks on feelings of being outsider, C. J. Sansom 
books, looking at society objectively from external 
viewpoint. Comments on attending independent convent 
schools, making friends with other Catholics, mention of 
father being from Dublin. Comments on 
Protestant/Catholic differences in Edinburgh, Northern 
Ireland, Glasgow.  

00.36.30 Remarks on feeling at home in Italy, further comments on 
books about outsiders, remarks on feeling at one with 
Enid Blyton as child, recognising Blyton’s childhood 
world.  

00.38.00 Comments on relationship with niece, sister having child 
at nineteen, niece spending a lot of time with parents, 



having similar reading influences. Remarks on writing 
with niece for BBC, niece teaching in Rwanda, following 
similar life pattern, influencing niece’s reading patterns, 
liking same books. Mention of enjoyment of Sarah 
Waters, The Paying Guests, Donna Tartt. Comments on 
niece’s unwillingness to discuss books, saving books for 
special times – The Night Watch – frustration with niece’s 
habits of waiting to read books at particular times.  

00.40.50 Remarks on daughter being unpublished writer, not 
reading light material, daughter reading literary material, 
dismissing Robert Harris.  

00.42.10 Remarks on enjoyment of detective novels, enjoying truth 
and justice overcoming wrongdoing. Comments on 
enjoyment of psychological thrillers – Ruth 
Rendell/Barbara Vine – relating to Ruth Rendell’s 
characters, remarks on Rendell tapping into human 
nature. Remarks on Agatha Christie, drifting out of 
interest in detective stories.  

00.44.50 Comments on spat between Ian Rankin and Val 
McDermid, remarks on Rebus novels. Further remarks on 
Agatha Christie.  

00.45.40 Remarks on feeling at home with Inspector Montalbano 
by Andrea Camilleri because of cultural bias. Remarks on 
themes of justice and right in Inspector Montalbano.  

00.46.55 Comments on detective fiction becoming more extreme, 
more brutal crimes in detective fiction, comparisons to 
Scandinavian fiction. Comments on detective fiction being 
televised.  

00.48.00 Remarks on televised version of Montalbano, discussion 
of less organised nature of Italian society.  

00.48.25 Comments on enjoyment of work of Mary Stewart, 
Winston Graham, novels being serialised on wireless, 
remarks on plots of Stewart and Graham books, 
depictions of relationship between men and women.  

00.50.10 Remarks on work of Dorothy L. Sayers, dislike of Lord 
Peter Wimsey, less interest in high society books. 
Comments on skill of Sayers.  

00.51.55 Comments on re-reading, authors re-read, Donna Tartt, 
The Secret History, The Little Friend, William Faulkner. 
Remarks on re-reading most books read, comments on 
re-reading Rebus novels, Exit Music, remarks on parallels 
between interviewee and Inspector Rebus. Comments on 
other Ian Rankin novels, The Falls, remarks on inclusion 
of politics in novels around time of building of Scottish 
Parliament.  

00.54.10 Remarks on reasons for re-reading, sense of familiarity, 
warmth, knowing what will happen, looking for different 
things. Comments on re-reading The Sound and the Fury 
by William Faulkner, Tennessee Williams. Further 
remarks on theme of redemption.  



00.55.55 Remarks on F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby, 
Fitzgerald’s outsider status. Comments on short length of 
Ernest Hemingway novels, power in condensation of 
events/inference.  

00.56.40 Remarks on lack of patience with nineteenth century 
novels, enjoyment of Dickens, lack of interest in high 
society women in novels, dislike of Jane Austen, William 
Thackeray. Remarks on daughter’s different reading 
tastes.  

00.58.00 Remarks on Jane Austen, comments on own socialist 
status and dislike of depictions of upper class society. 
Further comments on Dickens, liking Dickens because on 
side of underdog, interest in morality/social justice. 
Comments on accessibility of Dickens to children, 
potential for use in schools.  

01.00.10 Remarks on P. G. Wodehouse, humour, affection. 
Comparison between P. G. Wodehouse and Father Ted. 
Comments on Jeeves, character of Bertie Worcester, 
ingenuousness of character.  

01.01.20 Remarks on E. F. Bensom, interviewer mentions Mapp 
and Lucia novels, compares Bensom to P. G. 
Wodehouse. Comments on televised versions of Mapp 
and Lucia novels.  

01.02.25 Comments on reading and travelling.  
01.02.35 Remarks on book group book, further comments on 

reading and travelling, importance of the weight of book. 
Comments on books read while travelling, Jonathan 
Franzen’s The Kraus Project. Remarks on plot of The 
Krauss Project, need for light books when travelling. 

01.03.30 Remarks on book groups books, Dotter of her Father’s 
Eyes, comments on book plot. Comments on Maus, 
subversive fiction.  

01.04.40 Comments on graphic novels, comics, 1950s style of art 
used in Dotter of her Father’s Eyes, part memoir and part 
biography of James Joyce’s daughter. Interviewee and 
interviewer look through book, remarks on post-modern 
style, breaking boundaries in literature, Joyce’s 
dismissiveness of women, opposition between father’s 
attitude to daughter and style of writing.  

01.08.00 Comments on other books read in book group, All Quiet 
on the Western Front, powerful nature of book. Further 
comments on Dotter of her Father’s Eyes, thinking about 
own relationships. Further remarks on Lucia Joyce, time 
in mental institution, finding out more about Lucia Joyce.  

01.09.45 Remarks on book group taking readers outside comfort 
zones. Comments on librarian running group and 
choosing books. Remarks on starting to attend book 
group through friend from Mass. Interviewer comments 
on other book groups from which interviewees recruited, 
explains Memories of Fiction project.  



01.12.20 Comments on expectations of first time at book group, 
other people attending group, interest in intellectual 
nature of group because group was reading Crime and 
Punishment. Remarks on different types of novels read – 
graphic novel, Russian novel, thriller, Tom’s Midnight 
Garden – diverse range of novels.  

01.14.00 Remarks on group discussions of novels, consensus. 
Comments on An Officer and A Spy, personal memories 
of time period. Remarks on lack of advertisement for 
book groups, information spreading by word of mouth.  

01.16.20 Comments on high proportion of university graduates in 
Wandsworth, according to poll, numbers of young people 
and renters. Remarks on expulsion of poor from 
Wandsworth from late 1970s. Further comments on lack 
of advertisement of book groups.  

01.19.00 Remarks on not reading books because they have won 
awards, mention of Sebastian Faulks. Comments on off 
putting nature of cover of An Officer and A Spy.  

01.19.55 Comments on Joseph O’Connor, Star of the Sea, 
promotion by Richard and Judy book club. Further 
comments on Richard and Judy book club, other virtual 
book clubs, Oprah Winfrey book club, cultural 
comparisons between US and UK, different markets. 
Remarks on Robert Harris. Further comments on book 
clubs raising awareness of different books. Further 
remarks on Joseph O’Connor, Star of the Sea, 
Redemption Falls, comparisons between Joseph 
O’Connor and James Joyce.  

01.23.45 Remarks on books for children, Jackie Wilson, initiatives 
related to children’s reading. Comments on BBC’s 
promotion of reading, disappointment with BBC.  

01.25.00 Comments on interviewee as a reader, voracious nature 
of reading style, enthusiasm to get through books, 
reading in bed. Remarks on Ruth Rendell book about 
compulsive reader, One Across Two Down.  

01.26.30 Comments on reading places, bus, bed, reading 
wherever possible, reading when travelling.  

01.27.00 Remarks on not reading books because of feeling that 
she ‘should’ be reading. Comments on importance of 
reading in schools, importance of reading books outside 
comfort zone, moral duty of guiding young people to read 
books.  

01.28.00 Remarks on not reading books to end if not enjoying 
them, not finishing violent detective novels. Comments on 
not wanting books to end, remarks on The Goldfinch, not 
wanting to finish.  

01.29.45 Comments on not writing about reading experiences, 
avoiding writing to do other tasks, having to go to library 
to write. Remarks on differences of writing material for 
children and adults.  



01.31.15 Remarks on interviewee’s experience of being 
interviewed.  

01.31.59 ENDS 
 
     
 
                  
 
 
 

 

 
 


